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In champaign county court
101 E. Main st.  Urbana IL 61801

James F. Osterbur
2191 county road 2500 E.

St. Joseph IL 61873
www.justtalking3.info

versus

State of ILLINOIS 
Gifford, IL;  police department

dated 12/ 12/ 11
CASE NUMBER 2011 TR 022442

“The people v.  James F. Osterbur”

scheduled for pretrial hearing January 27, 2012 at 3:30 pm   courtroom L

RE:    The citation for:  a failure to come to a complete stop, in the town of Gifford
IL.  At a stop sign therein.  Ticket number  3171 Gifford police.  The charge $120

dollars.  I, the accused,    DEMANDING A JURY TRIAL.

[THE THIRD FILING:]

       Examining the issue of profiling/ reflecting on the threat of a gun, in the hand
of a stranger/ “cannot anyone purchase a uniform”.  The reality of dividing this
nation as is the purpose of senate bill 1867: “declaring the US is a battleground/
therefore any citizen can be considered an enemy and locked up forever: without
trial”.  Is that not the foundation used by Nazi SS in their war against the citizens
of Germany?  Indeed it is/ and is constant in every society which then resorts to
torture.  The question becomes:   WHO OWNS THIS SOCIETY?

Of the many realities we face as a nation, state, or citizen: the most
deliberately offense is the fact that I can and was threatened by a police officer:  
for nothing more than a tiny infraction of the rules of the road/ where none are
injured/ none were ever threatened in any way by me/ and no sign of reckless
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driving occurred.  Being approached by a police officer, hand on his gun:   is
nothing less than an assault or a threat.  Completely unjustified, unless you profile; 
consider the vehicle I drive is somewhat noticeable/ or the fact I wasn’t clean
shaved, or wearing a suit  that day as cause to believe I was dangerous. Even
though every action involved was entirely without threat from me.

The foundation of REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES,  BOTH STATE AND
NATIONAL  CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEED  RIGHT.   Which allows for
the people to rule themselves by intervening through the legal path of declaring:
WE MUST INVESTIGATE/ deciding:  do you agree!  Therefrom the essential
relationship of people in society, choosing to govern themselves by establishing
their authority over their employees.  Those hired to do the job of enforcing the
laws of our constitution ON THEMSELVES/ and providing its guaranteed
rights, its claim of justice/ fair play/ and equality,  to all of us.  Has been lost!

The first filing of this defense draws into question:   are the issues
represented here , “being ruled, because a tiny infraction”/ is perceived to be
greater than my freedom;   to do what the majority of this community commonly
does, everyday?

 Or, what is in essence:  can the lack of a “tiny punctuation mark, in court/
so to speak” give policing authority to steal my money; in this jury established to
call themselves; “protectors of the law!”  That is your purpose as a jury, to protect
society, by insuring the measurement of law and judge is fair.  What is then
greater, a freedom which endangers no one and is common practice/ OR, the
demand to “OBEY EVERY SINGLE WORD I SAY”; or be threatened/ be severely
penalized without a right or a say, unless I challenge “leaders”?   Apart from this
courtroom, there are no alternatives to their rule, regardless of right:   and how
few, can truly defend themselves in court? How few listen, or care, about you or
me?

 How minimal is that,  guaranteed “equal”/ when considered by the results
of case 10-MR-906: proven  “OUR EMPLOYEES REFUSE,
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW”.   In conjunction: Our state police leader, Hiram
Grau:  being notified to arrest the attorney general for treason. Under the charge:  
THERE IS NO ALLOWANCE TO DENY CONSTITUTIONAL LAW/ therefore
it is a criminal act/ an act of anarchy against this state and its people.    That being
sent 11/28/ 11.  Today is 12/ 11/ 11 and not a word so far.

  Or more simply:   we are losing, and we have lost considerable democracy/
because our employees have decided to rule us, instead of obey the
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constitutional law  which they swore to do! Where is our say, as WE THE
PEOPLE/ if not in redress?  The answer is lost, stolen,  invaded by treachery, &
traitors.

The second filing asserts: in order for you to have authority over me:  
“YOUR EQUAL”/ AS EVERY CITIZEN IS DECLARED TO BE.  You must
prove, that I initiated, caused, or contrived a deliberate harm or threat to this
people.  That is the essence of justice, in a court of law.  As is consistent with the
title of this trial:   “The people versus James F. Osterbur” trial 2011 TR
022442   there is, an assertion of guilt, that must be proven to harm/ because the
tiny infraction of a rule, IS NOT sufficient to declare freedom has no friend.  It is
tyranny exposed.

Due process IS THE DECLARED “FRIEND” of the people:   as was
proven in 10-MR-906;   due process was denied to me, I could not comply,
because they refused the names and addresses of who and where/ how many more,
are simply removed from court with “deliberate decisions”?  How many before,
this date?  How many tomorrow: as you can plainly see in senate bill S. 1867/  
due process is under complete attack/ and the true intent is:   to lock away
ANYONE, the rulers deem “unfit, or different”.  That is against and plainly
defiant subverting  amendment 5, & the entire US constitution & everything
else the constitution stands for/ and they don’t care: because they are rulers in
their mind, not employees of OUR government.  But kings in their government/
wherein they are sovereign, and can do anything they like.  Fear is an enemy/
those who fear or intend to rule without question, as is this police officer; by
holding his pistol, as a clear threat.   Prove, they are unfit for the job.  As are those
who describe and push the above congressional bill:    S. 1867.

Democracy is about ALL OF US/ not a tiny few of us.  FREEDOM is
the protection of every right/ it is not the demand of the majority, “but we are
scared”.  Liberty says: we shall rule ourselves by the law we create as ourselves/
the decisions we establish as a nation for ourselves/ and the law we enforce.
Because we must or traitors, predators, liars, and thieves will consume us, if we
don’t.  REDRESS is our means of obtaining authority over our employees/ AS
OWNERS OF THIS STATE AND NATION, not merely numbers.  Our right
to determine what is constitutional, or the direction, or the future as we the people
demand it shall be.  Comes by being united.  United comes by insuring the same
treatment for us all, in justice/ through due process, and legitimate cause.
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Therefrom we come to the third filing:   the elemental understanding of
what is FAIR PLAY, what is JUSTICE IN TERMS OF POLICING OUR
SOCIETY?

The demand remains redress:   “Let the people decide for themselves”!  But
the elemental path is not so simple as declaring “just go vote”.  Rather we must
understand the parameters of what that vote means/ we must identify the
foundations upon which our claim of authority shall exist/ we must give the
power to establish peace, harmony, and security in this society to both ourselves
and our policing powers.  Because “BALANCE AND DUE PROCESS”,

 THE ACCEPTANCE    OF LAW, because we know it is fair/ and  not
some damn rule.  Establishes, “the keys to democracy itself”. The investigation
of JUSTICE is understood, by the element of “same for you, or me”!  The
investigation of FAIR PLAY is understood,   by the instruction of fundamental
disciplines, mixed within, our own demand for FREEDOM (you cannot take his
freedom away, without taking yours away as well).  The investigation of
EQUALITY:   asserts, you are not superior to me/ regardless of the
circumstances of our physical time on this earth.  As life, we are equals/ no
exceptions.  The law, decides against hate/ not you.   But, The law constructs
ONLY WHAT IS IMPORTANT!   The law is never concerned with less
important issues, than what is fundamentally necessary to every single person in
society.  The law does NOT interfere, with personal freedom/ so long as you do
not significantly endanger the others, or seek their harm.  

The rules seek power, enforcing tiny infractions of a rule/ is the beginning
of terrorism, the threat of force that cannot be overwhelmed by the people
themselves:   because they have a rule, and the rule gives them the power to
imprison or torture or claim superiority.  While the people may say, “hell,  he
broke a rule/ even though no threat of any kind was present”.  Believing
themselves better protected.  The reality is, much more simple:   giving a tiny few
power to control, ends freedom.  When freedom ends, rulers begin.  When rulers
begin, SOON THE PEOPLE themselves will be considered inferior, and
embattled;  an “enemy” to the ruler.  To the world or nation a “battleground, of
those who will not be ruled as we want”; and the result is, “these are just garbage”
do anything you want with them:   because NOBODY cares, least of all “a ruler”.  
And if you do care/ there will be a punishment for you.  How is that NOT proven
in nations around the world?  Indeed it is true; look at Syria today, the ruler says “I
am innocent/ the people die”.  

JUSTICE PROVES, every life is equal, OR “you ain’t god or ruler”.  
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The law proves, IF YOU CHOOSE TO INTENTIONALLY HARM OR
THREATEN/ there will be consequences.  FAIR PLAY understands,   if you
would not accept this treatment, this behavior;  as fair to you, as a deliberate
decision that is protecting and defending the freedoms and liberties of every
citizen/ THEN IT AIN’T FAIR.   While EQUALITY STATES unequivocally,
there are no excuses for dividing the people here, declaring them enemies, or
assuming society itself is a battleground for your, “ruler wars”.

  WE THE PEOPLE ARE, defined by the union we create/ these rulers
divide, these rulers establish a future where nothing but war and starvation will be
left.   WHERE is your honor/ WHERE is your duty/ WHERE is our democracy: 
IF THE CONSTITUTION ITSELF, is nothing more than a joke.  As is proven in
10-MR-906.  And numerous other trials.

FIND REDRESS, and fix yourselves/ before it is too late;  and “hitler comes
here”.  Not a threat, a reality of democracy disappearing before our very eyes. The
collection of evidence by irrefutable trial, James F. Osterbur versus state and
nation proves conspiracy, collusion, and corruption to deny constitutional law. 
That is treason, that is a proven invasion by rebels in open defiance to our law.

Find redress: because we are burning more oxygen with fire, than this earth
can provide; WHO cannot understand the outcome of that, but your leaders. 
Many threats exist, each of which can make us extinct, “soon”.  Every avenue to
participation; politically/ economically/ legally/ educationally, or for social justice: 
 as we the people is being closed; so as to make us slaves.  Not a game. 

Find redress, because weapons of mass destruction ARE ENEMIES, not
“friends”.  We must have world law, and world policing that focuses ONLY on
leaders/ bringing them to court, or executing them if there is no other possible
way.  Not a game;  extinction can occur on any given day: that is the reality of
our time.  All that stands between our living, and our dying as a world, is the
sanity, “of fixing this ourselves”.  To do that, we must have redress, to
investigate the evidence/ establish NO ONE LIES, without punishment/ and
to prove what is true.  Simple and plain/ no other way will provide a future, “that
we design for ourselves”.  No other way proves: that we do not need people to be
rulers.  Rather:    WITH LAW, simple and plain, as we design for ourselves:   WE
THE PEOPLE will rule ourselves.     

REDRESS IS NOT ONLY OUR CHOICE, as a democracy in truth/ BUT
OUR CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEED RIGHT AND LAW.  A law: 
provided to govern our employees, and prove they shall not rule over us.  That is
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its purpose, and we are denied the very law, that proves we are in fact, “a
democracy”.  Or, more simply: WE, The people who rule themselves, by the law
they create.  “As is the constitution/ bill or rights/ and declaration of
independence”.  An oath, can be enforced!  WE THE PEOPLE is not a vote, to
hire someone to vote for me!  Rather it is my vote, for myself/ yourself, on the most
important decisions of this day: WE THE PEOPLE have decided for ourselves! 
Simple and plain. 

The infraction of a minimal rule, does not deserve a “severe punishment”/
that is tyranny.  MAKE YOUR DECISION!  But remember, you will live the
result, “good or bad”. 

  CHOOSE REDRESS, for this state, and enforce democracy on this
court.

proof of service:
I, James F. Osterbur, do hereby declare and prove that I have sent in this day
December 12, 2011; by first class US mail service/ with postage prepaid.  A copy
of this filing within the court and  to :

STATE OF IL attorney general office 
500 S. Second st.  Springfield IL 62706 

and city of Gifford, chamber of commerce
box 308  
308 S. Main st. Gifford IL 61847


